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In the last years, there were made efforts for delineation of a stabile and unitary frame, where
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Introduction
The need of influence on a large scale from
sequential programming to simultaneous
processing takes at least the following basic motivations:
• Natural barrier dictated by the speed of electric
current, that, irrespective of future performance
of one processor, makes impossible the unlimited increase of uni-processor system capacity
and efficiency performing.
• Inherent kind and strong parallel of many algorithms; this kind of algorithm suggest the designing of a program by initiation of multiple
processes, which co-operate to fulfill a common
purpose.
Investigations about methods through which informatics community can make this forced passing started during the seventh decade ([1], [20],
[18]). Unlike of the other problems which found
a much quicker solution, parallel programming
didn’t succeed yet to be imposed as general way
of designing, implementation and performing of
algorithms. Problems with a new approach
proved extremely difficult to be solved, so at the
level of theoretic substantiation and especially at
the level of conceptions of the programmers
community. Learning and profound study by the
mass of informatics community of an inherent
sequential algorithmic approach used at the level
of imperative programming languages(actually
welled from the inherent sequential kind of our
every day actions) it makes that this forced transition to become extremely complicated.
1.1 Purpose of the study
Parallel algorithms and collaborative systems are
two concepts which exist also in theory and prac-

tice of global marketplace but currently, there is
no effective approach to find the link between
collaborative systems and data parallelism and
algorithms.
The purpose of this study is to develop concepts
to describe, conceptualize and analyze the synergetic aspects between parallelism and collaborative systems, from the point of view of the researcher, the programmer and the user. In this
study, existing concepts and theoretical models
describing parallelism are explored and brought
into the specific context of collaborative systems
and its software components. The research includes preliminary theory about parallelism. The
theory building in this study is about using the
existing conceptualizations and theoretical models, and on the basis of these, compiling a conceptualization that is applicable in the specific research branch. The purpose of this study is also
helpful for the businesses and software companies that desire to implement or upgrade their
business information systems ERP basis systems,
enhance competitive capacity and actively dispose global strategy, especially in the current
trend of the postal communication, collaboration,
coordination and communication.
1.2 Materials and Methods
In our research we followed some important lines
about:
• Appreciation and understanding of the reader;
• Scope of our research;
• Lack of methodology;
• The existing literature and critical thinking
about the written articles and books in this domain;
• Useful aspects after the paper is ready;
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• Advantages and the possibility of continuing
the research in this field of activity
• First of all we studied the theoretical concepts
about parallel programming and collaborative
systems. We studied these concepts from many
books and we took part at many presentations,
PhD Thesis and Workshops on this research
branch;
• In our research we also used published studies
on the Internet and extensive websites;
• The synergetic aspects between data parallelism, data programming and collaborative systems were hard to study;
• The documentation base is being provided by
multiple sources, one of them being the free ar-

ticles and academic magazines offered by libraries and on-line databases.
1.3 Results
In a logical way there are two practical possibilities of passing from sequential programming to
the parallel one:
1. projecting algorithms that are create from the
beginning in parallel approach and then to implement it at the level of some programming languages especially projected for this kind of performing;
2. elaborating specialized software for automatic transform of sequential programs in efficient
parallel versions of them (see figure 1).

Fig. 1. Possibilities of passing from sequential programming to the parallel one
Even if we think that the future will impose finally, because of necessity, the first variant it is noticed that for the actual period only the level of
technological development of hard equipments
could contribute of quick finalize of this type of
transition (even if there are no architectural standards for parallel computers). Unfortunately ingenious and especially correct administration of
the resources involved at the level of an algorithm prove to be quite difficult when it is desirable parallel approach of algorithm elaboration
and that’s way it remains more a research domain
than a practical methodology well edit and universal accepted. For this reasons the largest part
of the actual research is oriented on the parallel
processing and it is directed on the development
and analyze of some theoretic methods that allow
substantiation of some general constructive principles as well as efficient implementation of
some reorganized compilers (translators that
reorganize a sequential program for parallel execution). We consider that for the actual stage
this approach is the most suitable. It comes to
support the ones that already have impressive soft

resources which is implementation it becomes inefficient with the increasing of the problems
complexity that must be solved. On the other
hand is very important the psychological aspect
of the contact of the programmers with already
“parallel programs” that perform efficient. The
study and the successfully use of this programs
will bring in an objective way acquiring the necessary experience and interest growing of the
programmers for directly parallel approach in
projecting their application. Even if in the first
phase this practice will be adopted (and already
is!) only for the advanced and special educated
part of the programmers in this purpose, developing algorithms in parallel approach that will
remain for sure in time the unique methodology
of program that could justify and realize the advance of software informatics. For the actual
step, in the favor of developing of some parallelizing translators, it comes the argument that
usually this realizes the extraction of maximum
possible parallelism having as simultaneous objects also the generating and optimizing in parallel code. That’s why that can be used inclusive
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for optimizing of some parallel source programs,
developed from it’s very beginning like this for
the programmers, but whom it might miss the optimum performing characteristic.
2 Parallel programming paradigms
The analyze of parallel processing possibilities it
leads on identifying some programming paradigms well outlined expressing the essence of
classifying criterions of the languages that integrates this kind of facilities.
For the execution of a program at the level that it
is desirable the parallel processing, the program-
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ming language it must offer ways for (see also
figure 2):
1. identifying the parallelism that is materialized by decisions related to the components of
the program that will be (potential) performed by
different processors;
2. initiating and finalizing the parallel
processes;
3. coordinating parallel execution by specifying
and implementing the ways of interaction between the components of the program planned to
execute in parallel.

Fig. 2. Steps in parallel processing
It is obvious that these facilities might be thought
and implemented at the level of some programming language or in an explicit way or in an implicit one creating two types of parallelism: explicit parallelism and implicit parallelism.
Explicit parallelism is characterized by the presence of some explicit syntactic constructions in
the programming languages we are talking about,
having the mission to describe until a certain level of detailing, the modality in which will take
place the parallel perform.
For this meaning we can identify in time different
approach mechanisms of explicit parallel perform
and we can remember here the primitives like
fork-join, traffic lights, parabegin-parend mechanism and so on.
Even if this promote a high level of flexibility(in
the meaning that exists the possibility of describing of any parallelism form based on this primitives) they have the disadvantage of let in programmer’s task the majority of the decisions
connected with the identifying and concrete expression of parallelism at the level of a program.
That’s why, in time had been proposed diverse
sophisticate approaches, trying to promote some
facilities with a higher level of abstraction and
though to prove that are useful in a practical way
at the programmer’s level. This proposals began
from developing some specialized libraries in

primitives of communication with the role of diminish the complexity of parallelism administration (PVM [21] and Linda[11]) until to the development of some special languages in this
meaning, like PCN language[10].
Implicit parallelism allow the programmers writing some source code without their implication in
the decisions connected with parallelism exploitation at the level of the program. This is automatic perform by the compiler or by the execution environment leading at obtaining some
transparency of parallelism manifestation confronted by the programmer and succeeding to
maintain like this the complexity of developing
parallel programs at an identical level with the
one of developing purely sequential programs.
Implicit extraction of parallelism, even is the
most comfortable choice for the programmer,
isn’t at all an easy task to accomplish. According
to what we show in previous section, in the case
of imperative languages of programming, the
complexity of the problem is nearly prohibitive,
allowing to obtain acceptable results only for a
limited class of applications (the ones that use intensely repetitive operations over the keyboard/control panel – so using cycles with known
number of steps)[24].
Fortunately, the situation is different in the case
of declarative programming languages. Function-
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al and logical programming languages are characterized with a higher level of abstraction, allowing to the programmer to focus on the description of problem’s requirements and not on
relative details about the way its solution must be
obtained. In this meaning the declarative languages (even if they appeared later in the programming languages spectrum and maybe that’s
why insufficient exploited until now from the
point of view of their algorithmic potential) had
opened new perspectives concerning the possibility of automatic exploit of parallelism.
The higher level of abstraction of these languages, as well as their strongly mathematic nature
becomes strong advantages in offering the possibility of an automatic exploitation of parallelism.
In private, declarative programming languages
are characterized by:
• referential transparency, this meaning that the
variables are looked as mathematics entities
whom value won’t modify during the performing(that’s why declarative languages are characterized as programming languages that adopt
the single assignment rule-single assignment
languages);
• their operational semantic is based on a certain
form of indeterminism (the selection of clauses
in logical programming languages and respectively operators like apply in the case of functional languages);
• the possibility of using some immediate evaluation schemes(eager evaluation schemes)that allow to obtain dataflow-like computations extremely proper to a parallel performing.
These three reasons are the main causes of the
conclusion that declarative programming languages show a implicit parallelism a lot more
higher than imperative programming languages.
Despite of these theoretic advantages, the socalled performing can be inefficient because of
the fallowing potential disadvantages:
• in a declarative system misses the information
about the dimension of participants components
in a computational process. So, like this you can
decide the parallel execution of some components for that (because of too fine granulation of
the tasks) the control of parallel execution is
more expensive than the potential benefits of
speed that parallel execution could bring;
• if in those particular cases we do not apply
complete analysis techniques of the existing dependences between the components (as we have
seen in the previous section we cannot obtain in
the general case, the problem being the complete
NP) than the system can try to make a code se-
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quence parallel even though that sequence is
seemingly already parallel, decision that brings
inefficiency because of the need to synchronization and communication between processes.
An ideal parallel execution system should allow
the automatic extraction of a very high degree of
parallelism (request that is compatible with the
basic operational principles of declarative programming) without restricting the possibility for
the programmer to intervene if a certain situation
demands it (this last request does not comply
with the semantic requests of most declarative
programming).
Only a few declarative paradigms [23] seem to
offer the availability and flexibility needed for an
immanent parallel execution: the pure objectual
programming ([22],[23]) some forms of functional programming [16] and logical programming [13]. Among these, logical programming
establishes itself as the most adequate for obtaining an ideal parallel behavior.
3 Parallel execution in logical programming
languages
Logical programming offers clear opportunities
for the implicit exploitation of parallelism. This
becomes obvious if we analyze its operational
semantic. The resolution algorithm displays different degrees of indetermination, identifying
many moments of the execution in which different alternatives for the continuation of the deductive computational process are possible. In a sequential implementation these decisions are serielized, being explored through an order that depends on the definition of the selection operations. Parallel execution uses the possibility to
explore these alternatives concomitantly, without
affecting the programs semantic.
Moreover, logical programming allows different
natural ways for the programmer to explicitly intervene by introducing different annotations in
the source code, annotations that keep the structure and the semantic of the program.
The parallelism forms that can be identified in
the logical programs depend on the selection operations that are decided to be possible to be executed simultaneously. Thus, in logical programming there are to parallelism forms that can
be identified [8]:
1. OR parallelism – this parallelism appears
when we simultaneously execute the stipulations
that can be used as alternatives for solving the selected purpose. Each (sub) purpose can be solved
using more stipulations (precisely using any
clause whose heading can be united with the re-
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spective purpose).
2. AND parallelism – another vision of the
previous mentioned parallelism can be obtained
through the consideration of the indetermination
that is present in the sub purpose selection of a
stipulation. In certain conditions, it is possible to
try satisfying a stipulation through the concurring
resolution of its constituent sub purposes.
Different possible parallelism forms have been
identified, an example being the unifying parallelism, but because of its sensible granulation, the
efficiency of this parallelism is conditioned by
the implementation in a specialized architecture.
A more thorough discussion of the aspects involved in this type of parallelism can be found in
[3].
Regardless of the positive aspect that have been
mentioned until now relating to the considerable
potential of the logical programming languages
to take on the parallel execution we have to recognize that there are many aspects still to be considered in this matter. Next, we will enumerate
these aspects followed-up by a short cause of the
persistent problems.
4 Efficiency
Even though the specialized literature has many
propositions for exploiting parallelism in a logical program, very few of these propositions have
proven themselves to be of practical use. The
main factor for this is that in reality the main
concern is efficiency that is understood in the logical programming languages as:
I. The ability to minimize the costs for the parallelization overhead up to a level where the
cost becomes insignificant compared to the
profits that are brought through the parallel
execution.
II. If we are talking about a forced sequential execution of a parallel version that is caused by
lack of resources then we should obtain efficiency comparable with the best implementation known for the sequential version.
The main request for a parallel implementation is
that the parallel execution shouldn't be any slower than the corresponding sequential version. In
real life this request is hard to obtain for the general case because the exploitation overhead for
parallelism can make certain operations to be
more expensive (slower) than the sequential case
(backtracking is a common example). Planning
efficient logical parallel programming systems is
a complex problem that continues to remain an
unsolved issue.
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5 Multi-paradigm systems, Lack of optimization and Integration with other models
There are efficient implementations that only exploit one form of parallelism [13], but systems
that want to exploit more than one form have certain disadvantages, such as:
• They count on implementation schemes that
lead to sequential efficiency loss ([15], [4], [3])
leading to inefficient implementations;
• They limit the amount of potential parallelism
to be exploited;
• They change the language semantics to obtain
an easier exploitation of parallelism ([9], [22]).
Even the models that are based on standard sequential implementation (like WAM- Warren
Abstract Machine)[Warr83] can display a higher
degree of inefficiency due to the promotion of
parallel execution. On the other hand, the advantages of parallel execution are often planned for
the most disadvantageous cases, cases that rarely
appear in real life programming. The weak performance of many implementations comes from
not including some optimization functions that
adjust the parallelism exploitation cost to the
complexity of every particular case.
Logical programming has evolved a lot in the last
years bringing up new models, capable to give
solutions more efficiently to different type of
problems that appear in parallel implementation.
Thus, considering constraint handling and data
parallelism represent only two examples of models that can be integrated in between other parallel implementations of logical programming languages.
6 Data parallelism and collaborative systems
Data parallelism (also known as loop-level parallelism) is a form of parallelization of computing
across multiple processors in parallel computing
environments. Data parallelism focuses on distributing the data across different parallel computing nodes. It contrasts to task parallelism as
another form of parallelism [28].
During the last decade, all the database systems
included in their components parallel processing
functions. The evolution was generated by the
growing in a considerable rhythm of the database
dimensions. The rhythm of growing of the database dimensions surpass the growing in speed of
the processors, in capacity of the memories, so
that are necessary supplementary actions in order
to outface to the happened effects behind the fast
growing of the data volume.
The parallelism help to the constant multiplication of the data even if is considerable enlarged
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the dimension of database.
This effect is important in loading data, index
creating, administration operations and applications which use grand lots of data.

In the perspective of applications of data parallelism, the principal’s uses of data parallelism are
shown in the next figure.

Fig. 3. The uses of data parallelism
The combining of computer networks and parallel algorithms had inspired a new class of applications which support the collaborative activities.
In a collaborative application participants are
hired in a series of transactions for achieve a
common scope. The collaboration brings new requests in computational parallel services.
The most important is the communication between the computers and then the distribution of
information which must permit identifying the
person and the location, hard resources, communication protocol, validation of communication
and collaboration between user’s applications.
When we think to a collaborative system based
on parallel data and applications, we must think
to the following:
• The organizing of parallel services
• The management of parallel information
• The group parallel communication
• The parallel management of the team
• The parallel management of the process
• The parallel management of information.
The parallel services may be dived into multiple
tiers, as we see in figure 4. We can work with the
help of multiple layers in which parallel work is
the central point of the system. The parallel applications which works with such a system allow

members of the group to work in a collaborative
manner and the final information will be a data
combination between all the groups of the system. Collaborative technologies allow members
to communicate and collaborate as they cope
with the opportunities and challenges of crossboundary work. Collaborative technologies can
serve to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness
of organizational work processes and decision
making [29]. When we think to a parallel collaborative system there are important two dimensions:
• The place where are located team members.
• The time when the team members work.
Data parallelism can be implemented into following technologies.
a. Messaging applications. The parallelism can
be implemented in all the level of messaging:
Intranet, Internet and E-mail.
b. Conferencing Applications. The parallelism
can be implemented in all the level of these technologies including video-conferencing, audioconferencing, web conferencing.
c. Team Collaborative Applications is also a
branch which can parallelize applications in electronic group calendars, project management systems, etc.
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Fig. 4. Parallel services in a collaborative parallel system
In the collaborative systems, we can successful
use multidimensional data systems. They are the
most intuitive, feeble but most expensive tools
for analytical processing [33].
7 Conclusions
This paper wants to be an overview in parallel
programming and the link with collaborative systems. The parallelism is divided into two large
categories: implicit parallelism and explicit one.
Logical programming offers clear opportunities
for the implicit exploitation of parallelism.
Process parallelism may be important in many
applications of computer science, but because of
the ubiquitous ness of arrays in such applications,
data parallelism is likely to be useful in most and
critical in many.
It is great for programmers but much harder to
implement. To achieve the parallel collaboration
between the systems and their users, in order to
obtain the needed information to solve the problems of the users, it is useful to use some parallel
algorithms based technologies, referring not only
to individual intelligent systems but to many intelligent systems that are working together, collaborating. The parallel collaboration supports
large scale design, improves the speed and at the
same time improves the computing resource utilization of collaborative design. A collaborative
parallel design prototype system can be developed to realize parallel assembly, parallel colla-

boration and parallel integration for virtual local
and global organizations.
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